
Cookie Policy

Foreword

No personal data is acquired from the site. Cookies are not used to transmit personal informaton, nor are 
used so-called persistent cookies of any kind, or users tracking systems.

Except for the data collected automatcally (navigaton data), the input of other informaton via email or 
predisposed forms is free and spontaneous and the omission can only result in a failure to satsfy the 
request.

Herewith we explain which and how many cookies are used on www.dafal.it

Which cookies are used and what are they for?

www.dafal.it uses diferent types of cookies and similar technologies, each of them has a specifc functon.

We ofer you this informaton to keep to our commitment to communicate the recent changes provided by 
law and to ensure clarity with regard to the privacy related to our www.dafal.it website.

These conditons provide informaton about the type of cookies used and the method of management, 
control and removal.

Types of Cookie used by www.dafal.it

Navigatonal cookies

These cookies allow the website to functon properly and allow the user to view the content of the website 
on the device, recognizing the language and the country from which the user logs on. Navigatonal cookies 
are technical cookies which are necessary for site functoning.

Analytcal cookies

These cookies are used to process statstcal analysis about how users navigate the website.

D.A.F. al. srl handle the results of these analysis anonymously and exclusively for statstcal purposes only if 
the service provider uses cookies based on the browser or other devices used to navigate the website. The 
site uses some services of third partes who, in a completely independent manner, install their own cookies.

Social Network cookies

These cookies are necessary to allow your social account to interact with our website. They are used, for 
example, to make you express your appreciaton and share it with your friends. Social network cookies are 
not needed for navigaton.

How can I disable cookies and manage my preferences?
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Most browsers are confgured to accept, check or possibly disable cookies through the setngs. We remind 
you though that disabling the navigatonal cookies can cause website malfuncton and / or limit the service 
ofered.

Cookies management

IE: htp://windows.microsof.com/it-it/windows7/block-enable-or-allow-cookies 
Safari: htp://support.apple.com/kb/PH11913 
Chrome: htps://support.google.com/chrome/answer/95647?hl=it-IT&hlrm=fr&hlrm=en 
Firefox: htp://support.mozilla.org/it-IT/kb/enable-and-disable-cookies-website-preferences 

To disable the analytcal cookies and prevent Google Analytcs from collectng informaton about your 
navigaton, you can download the browser add-on for Google Analytcs Opt-out: 
htps://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout.

Cookies acceptance and refusal

Contnuing the navigaton on this website by closing the informaton advertsement  or by clicking on any 
part of the page or by scrolling to show additonal content, you accept the www.dafal.it  Cookie Policy and 
cookies will be set and collected. In case of non-acceptance of cookies by abandonment of the navigaton, 
the cookies that are already registered locally in your browser will remain registered, but they will no 
longer be read or used by D.A.F. al. srl untl the next and eventual acceptance of Cookies Policy. You will 
always have the opton to remove these cookies at any tme through the procedure set out in "Cookies 
management" paragraph.

Privacy Policy

In accordance with art.13 of the Italian Legislatve Decree nr.196 of 30 June 2003, the present conditons 
describe the ways in which D.A.F. al. srl process users’ personal data received via its website 
www.refractoriesexperiencesrl.it and other means, except for external links.

Data controller

The data controller is D.A.F. al. Srl

Categories and nature of the data

D.A.F. al. Srl will process users’ personal data collected during the navigaton and use of the website and 
during the compilaton of registraton form and sending of other requests, through electronic and 
automated tools.

Purpose

The personal data will be processed for the following purposes:
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a) executon of obligatons related to the use of the website, necessary for the registraton and access 
to the restricted areas;

b) to respond to specifc requests

c) comply with regulatons

d) The data collected will be used for commercial, promotonal and informatve purposes.

Obligaton or discreton to provide data and consequences of a possible refusal

With regard to the paragraphs a), b) and c), the transfer of personal data to D.A.F. al. Srl is mandatory, and 
the processing does not require any consent. Any refusal to provide data can result in a failure for D.A.F. al. 
Srl to satsfy the request.

Processing methods

Personal data are processed by automated tools, with a logic that is strictly related to the purpose, for the 
tme strictly necessary to achieve the purpose for which they are collected or to comply with the 
regulatons.

Specifc security measures are adopted to prevent the loss of data, illegal or incorrect use and unauthorized 
access. The informaton collected is stored in a secure environment.

Data communicaton

The personal data will not be disclosed and may be transmited in Italy with regard to the aforementoned 
purposes, to third partes actng on behalf or in the name of D.A.F. al. Srl, that are in charge of customer 
care, lending insttutons, consultants, outsourcers, etc..

With regard to the aforementoned purposes, the data may be shared with the staf of D.A.F. al. Srl or its 
controllers.

An updated list of data controllers is available at the company's headquarter.

Rights of the person concerned

We hereby inform you that the Privacy Policy confer you specifc rights.

In partcular, at any tme, you can obtain:

a) confrmaton of the existence of personal data concerning you, even if not recorded yet, and their 
communicaton in intelligible form;

b) indicaton of the source of the personal data, the purpose, the processing methods and the logic 
applied in case of electronic processing;

c) indicaton of the identty of the owner, of data controllers and people or categories of people to 
whom personal data can be communicated or that can be informed about them;



d) updatng, rectfcaton, data integraton, as well as cancellaton, anonymizaton or blocking of data 
processed unlawfully, including data whose conservaton is unnecessary for the purposes for which 
the data were collected or subsequently processed;

e) certfcaton that the operatons referred to in subparagraph d) have been notfed, also with regard 
to their contents, to those to whom the data were communicated, except where such compliance 
is impossible or involves a manifestly disproportonate efort compared to the right protected. The 
person concerned, in accordance with art. 7 of the Privacy regulatons, is also enttled to oppose for 
legitmate reasons, to the processing of personal data, even if pertnent to the purpose of the 
collecton as well as to the processing of personal data for promotonal communicatons 
trasmission or for other purposes for which consent has been released.

Italian Legislatve Decree n.196 / 2003, Art. 7 - Right to access personal data and other rights 

http://www.camera.it/parlam/leggi/deleghe/03196dl.htm

All these rights can be exercised by sending communicaton to 

D.A.F. al. Srl owner of the website / Loc. Via Privata Fioruzzi 1 | 29019 S. Giorgio Piacentno (PC) ; 

tel. 0523 371421 

e-mail dafal@dafal.it

Enjoy our website!
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